
Touropean in Germany

Sunday: On Sunday the people from three other states came to Germany.
Spanish students: We got up almost at 4 am and at quarter to 5 we got the car for going to the 
airport. We stayed more than an hour in there and at twenty to seven, the plane took off, it lasted for 
an hour and then we arrived at Lisbon. Later, we caught the Frankfurt's flight and it lasted 3 hours, 
and the arrival was at half past twelve and finally we caught the bus were we met the Norwegians. 
After that we drove to the home for the week and we ate and played something and listened to 
music and watched a film. 

Monday: We got up early and had breakfast. After that we drove to school and met the other people 
from the Erasmus+ project. We played some games, something like speed dating. And we played a 
game were a person asks a question and the others give the answer and we made a school tour and 
were shown a lots of rooms. Then a woman came to the school and gave the school an award for 
being part of the Erasmus+ project. We made a rally through Thaleischweiler and ate “Döner“. At 
2pm a man talked about working in Germany.

Tuesday: On Tuesday we walked in the palatinate forest and visited the castle Berwartstein near 
Erlenbach. And we visited the defense tower Kleinfrankreich and the castle ruins Neudahn. But the 
bad thing on this day was that it was raining and cold and windy. After school we met again in 
school and cooked a typical German food and played some games and we had fun. 

Wednesday: In the morning we went to the ICE-stadium with all Erasmus+ people and the eighth 
graders. In the afternoon some people went climbing or golfing. 

Thursday: We took the bus to Speyer. At the “Technik Museum” we saw a lot of historical planes, 
trains, cars and a lot more. And we watched the film Apollo 11 in the IMAX dome cinema. After 
that we had time to walk around the city center of Speyer. And after the trip we had a party for the 
end of the Erasmus week. We ate something and we made music and danced together.  


